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Abstract
In an earlier paper the authors introduced a new approach using normal sequences and approximate
resolutions to study Lipschitz maps between compact metric spaces. In this paper we introduce
two kinds of box-counting dimension, which are defined for every compact metric space with a
normal sequence and for every approximate resolution of any compact metric space, and investigate
their properties. In a special case those notions coincide with the usual box-counting dimension for
compact subsets of Rn. Our box-counting dimensions are Lipschitz subinvariant, where Lipschitz
maps are in the sense of the earlier paper. Moreover, we obtain fundamental theorems such as
the subset theorem, the product theorem and the sum theorem. As an example, for each r with
0  r ∞, we present a systematic way to construct a compact metric space with an approximate
resolution whose box-counting dimension equals r .
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1. IntroductionFor each non-empty subset X of Rm the lower and upper box-counting dimensions of
X are respectively defined as
dimBX = lim
δ→0
logNδ(X)
− logδ and dimBX = limδ→0
logNδ(X)
− logδ ,
where Nδ(X) is the smallest number of open balls with radius at most δ which can cover X
(see [2]). If these values coincide, the common value is called the box-counting dimension
of X and denoted by dimB X. In this paper we introduce a new method of using the theory
of approximate resolutions to study box-counting dimension.
The notion of approximate resolution, which was introduced by Mardešic´ and Watanabe
[6], is useful in many problems in topology [4,5,14–16,13,9] and is essential even for
compact metric spaces [3,7,14,15]. In the theory of approximate resolutions, given a map
f :X→ Y and polyhedral approximate resolutions p :X→ X and q :Y → Y of X and
Y , respectively, there exists an approximate map of systems f :X→ Y representing f ,
which is called an approximate resolution of f and is used to study the properties of the
map f :X → Y . This idea made it possible to characterize Lipschitz maps in terms of
approximate resolutions [10].
In [10] it is shown that every normal sequence U on Hausdorff space X and every
approximate resolution p :X→X of a compact metric space X induce metrics dU and dp
under some reasonable conditions on U and p, respectively. For such normal sequences
U and V on Hausdorff spaces X and Y , respectively, one can speak of Lipschitz maps
with respect to the metrics dU and dV, which are called (U,V)-Lipschitz maps, and they
are characterized by a property on the normal sequences U and V. Moreover, for such
approximate resolutions p :X → X and q :Y → Y of compact metric spaces X and Y ,
respectively, one can speak of Lipschitz maps f :X→ Y with respect to the metrics dp
and dq , which are called (p,q)-Lipschitz maps, and they are characterized by a property
on the approximate resolution f :X→ Y of f .
In the present paper, we introduce two kinds of box-counting dimension. First, we define
a box-counting dimension for every compact metric space X with a normal sequence U
(Section 4). If X is a compact subset of an Euclidean space Rn the usual box-counting
dimension of X coincides with the box-counting dimension of X with some normal
sequence in our sense. We obtain its properties which include Lipschitz subinvariance,
i.e., if f :X → Y is a (U,V)-Lipschitz map for some normal sequences U and V on
compact metric spaces X and Y , respectively, then the box-counting dimension of (Y,V)
is not greater than that of (X,U). Secondly, we define a box-counting dimension for
every approximate resolution p : X → X of any compact metric space X (Section 5).
We show that for each approximate resolution p :X→X with some reasonable condition
this box-counting dimension equals that of X with the normal sequence which is induced
by p :X → X. We demonstrate how some particular operations on the approximate
resolutions change the box-counting dimension. We then prove Lipschitz subinvariance
(Section 6), and obtain fundamental theorems such as the subset theorem, the product
theorem and the sum theorem (Section 7). As an example, for each r with 0  r ∞,
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we present a systematic way to construct a compact metric space with an approximate
resolution whose box-counting dimension equals r (Section 8).
Throughout the paper, a map means a continuous map.
For any space X, let Cov(X) denote the set of all open coverings of X. For U,V ∈
Cov(X), U is said to refine V , or U refines V , in notation, U < V , provided for each
U ∈ U there is V ∈ V such that U ⊆ V . For any subset A of X and U ∈ Cov(X), let
st(A,U) =⋃{U ∈ U : U ∩ A = ∅} and U |A = {U ∩ A: U ∈ U}. If A = {x}, we write
st(x,U) for st({x},U). For each U ∈ Cov(X), let stU = {st(U,U): U ∈ U}. Let stn+1 U =
st(stn U) for each n= 1,2, . . . and st1U = st U . For any metric space (X,d) and r > 0, let
Ud(x, r)= {y ∈ X: d(x, y) < r}. For any U ∈ Cov(X), two points x, x ′ ∈ X are U -near,
denoted (x, x ′) < U , provided x, x ′ ∈ U for some U ∈ U . For any V ∈ Cov(Y ), two maps
f,g :X→ Y between spaces are V-near, denoted (f, g) < V , provided (f (x), g(x)) < V
for each x ∈ X. For each U ∈ Cov(X) and V ∈ Cov(Y ), let fU = {f (U): U ∈ U} and
f−1V = {f−1(V ): V ∈ V}.
Let N denote the ordered set of all natural numbers.
2. Approximate resolutions
In this section we recall the definitions and properties of approximate resolutions which
will be needed in later sections. Although approximate resolutions are defined and useful
for arbitrary topological spaces, in this section all spaces are assumed to be compact metric
spaces for our purpose. For more details, the reader is referred to [6].
An approximate inverse sequence (approximate sequence, in short) X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ }
consists of
(i) a sequence of spaces Xi (called coordinate spaces), i ∈N;
(ii) a sequence of Ui ∈ Cov(Xi), i ∈N; and
(iii) maps pii′ :Xi′ →Xi for i < i ′ where pii = 1Xi the identity map on Xi . It must satisfy
the following three conditions:
(A1): (pii′pi′i′′ ,pii′′ ) < Ui for i < i ′ < i ′′;
(A2): For each i ∈ N and U ∈ Cov(Xi), there exists i ′ > i such that (pii1pi1i2 ,pii2) < U
for i ′ < i1 < i2; and
(A3): For each i ∈ N and U ∈ Cov(Xi), there exists i ′ > i such that Ui′′ < p−1ii′′U for
i ′ < i ′′.
An approximate map p = {pi} :X→ X of a space X into an approximate sequence
X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ } consists of maps pi :X→Xi for i ∈N with the following property:
(AS): For each i ∈N and U ∈ Cov(Xi), there exists i ′ > i such that (pii′′pi′′ ,pi) < U for
i ′′ > i ′.
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An approximate resolution of a space X is an approximate map p = {pi} :X → X
of X into an approximate sequence X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ } which satisfies the following two
conditions:
(R1): For each ANR P , V ∈ Cov(P ) and map f :X→ P , there exist i ∈ N and a map
g :Xi → P such that (gpi, f ) < V ; and
(R2): For each ANR P and V ∈ Cov(P ), there exists V ′ ∈ Cov(P ) such that whenever
i ∈ N and g,g′ :Xi → P are maps with (gpi, g′pi) < V ′, then (gpii′ , g′pii′ ) < V
for some i ′ > i .
The approximate resolution p :X→X is called a polyhedral approximate resolution if
all the coordinate spaces are polyhedra.
Theorem 2.1 [6]. An approximate map p = {pi} :X→ X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ } is an approxi-
mate resolution of a space X if and only if it satisfies the following two conditions:
(B1): For each U ∈ Cov(X), there exists i0 ∈N such that p−1i Ui < U for i > i0; and
(B2): For each i ∈ N and U ∈ Cov(Xi), there exists i0 > i such that pii′(Xi′) ⊆
st(pi(X),U) for i ′ > i0.
Theorem 2.2 [15]. Every space X admits a polyhedral approximate resolution p =
{pi} :X→X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ } such that all Xi are finite polyhedra.
Theorem 2.3 [5]. Every connected space X admits a polyhedral approximate resolution
p = {pi} :X→X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ } such that all Xi are connected finite polyhedra, and all
pi and pii′ are surjective.
Let X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ } and Y = {Yj ,Vj , qjj ′ } be approximate sequences of spaces. An
approximate map f = {fj , f } :X→ Y consists of an increasing function f :N→ N and
maps fj :Xf(j)→ Yj , j ∈N, with the following condition:
(AM): For any j, j ′ ∈N with j < j ′, there exists i ∈N with i > f (j ′) such that
(qjj ′fj ′pf (j ′)i′ , fjpf (j)i′) < stVj for i ′ > i.
A map f :X→ Y is a limit of f provided the following condition is satisfied:
(LAM): For each j ∈N and V ∈ Cov(Yj ), there exists j ′ > j such that
(qjj ′′fj ′′pf (j ′′), qjf ) < V for j ′′ > j ′.
For each map f :X→ Y , an approximate resolution of f is a triple (p,q,f ) consisting of
approximate resolutions p = {pi} :X→X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ } of X and q = {qj } :Y → Y =
{Yj ,Vj , qjj ′ } of Y and of an approximate map f :X→ Y with property (LAM).
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Theorem 2.4 [6]. Let X and Y be spaces. For any approximate resolution p :X → X
and polyhedral approximate resolution q :Y → Y , every map f :X → Y admits an
approximate map f :X→ Y such that (p,q,f ) is an approximate resolution of f .
For each approximate sequence X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ }, let stX denote the approximate
system {Xi, st Ui , pii′ }. Then there is a natural approximate map iX = {1Xi } :X→ stX,
where 1Xi :Xi →Xi is the identity map. For each approximate map p = {pi} :X→X =
{Xi,Ui , pii′ }, the map stp = {pi} :X → stX = {Xi, st Ui , pii′ } also satisfies (AS) and
hence is an approximate map. Moreover, if p :X→X is an approximate resolution, so is
stp :X→ stX.
For any approximate sequences X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ } and Y = {Yj ,Vj , qjj ′ } and for
each approximate map f = {fj , f } :X→ Y , the map stf = {fj , f } : stX → stY also
satisfies (AM) and hence is an approximate map. Moreover, if (f ,p,q) is an approximate
resolution of a map f :X → Y , then stf : stX → stY also satisfies (LAM) and hence
(stf , stp, stq) is an approximate resolution of f .
For each approximate map f = {fj } :X → Y between approximate sequences X =
{Xi,Ui , pii′ } and Y = {Yj ,Vj , qjj ′ }, consider the following property:
(APS): (∀j ∈ N)(∀V ∈ Cov(Yj ))(∃j0 > j)(∀j ′ > j0)(∃j ′0 > j ′)(∀j ′′ > j ′0)(∃i0 > f (j ′))
(∀i > i0) :
qjj ′′(Yj ′′)⊆ st
(
qjj ′fj ′pf (j ′)i(Xi),V
)
.
Theorem 2.5 [11]. Let f :X→ Y be a map, and f = {fj } :X→ Y be an approximate
map such that (f ,p,q) is an approximate resolution of f where p = {pi} :X→ X =
{Xi,Ui , pii′ } and q = {qj } :Y → Y = {Yj ,Vj , qjj ′ } are approximate resolutions of X and
Y , respectively. Then f is surjective if and only if f satisfies (APS).
Throughout the rest of the paper, an approximate resolution means a polyhedral
approximate resolution unless otherwise stated.
3. Lipschitz maps
A new approach to Lipschitz maps using normal sequences and approximate resolutions
was first introduced in [10]. In this section we recall and improve some of the important
results for later sections.
A normal sequence approach. Let X be a Hausdorff space. A family U = {Ui : i ∈ N}
of open coverings on X is said to be a normal sequence provided st Ui+1 < Ui for each
i . Let ΣU denote the normal sequence {Vi: Vi = Ui+1, i ∈ N} and stU the normal
sequence {st Ui : i ∈ N}. For any normal sequences U = {Ui} and V = {Vi}, we write
U < V provided Ui < Vi for each i . Let Σ0U = U and st0U = U, and for each n ∈ N,
let ΣnU = Σ(Σn−1U) and stnU = st(stn−1U). For each map f :X → Y and for each
normal sequence V = {Vi}, let f−1V = {f−1Vi}. For each closed subset A of X and for
each normal sequence U= {Ui} on X, let U|A= {Ui |A}.
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Given a normal sequence U = {Ui} on X, we define the function DU :X ×X→ R0
by
DU(x, x ′)=


9 if (x, x ′) < U1;
1
3i−2 if (x, x
′) < Ui but (x, x ′) < Ui+1;
0 if (x, x ′) < Ui for all i ∈N,
and the function dU :X×X→R0 by
dU(x, x ′)= inf
{DU(x, x1)+DU(x1, x2)+ · · · +DU(xn, x ′)},
where the infimum is taken over all points x1, x2, . . . , xn in X and R0 denotes the set of
nonnegative real numbers (see [10] and also [1,12]). Then the function dU :X×X→R0
defines a pseudometric on X with the property that
st(x,Ui+3)⊆UdU
(
x,
1
3i
)
⊆ st(x,Ui ) for each x ∈X and i. (3.1)
Moreover, if U has the following property:
(B): {st(x,Ui ): i ∈N} is a base at x for each x ∈X;
then dU defines a metric on X, which we call the metric induced by the normal sequence
U. In particular, if (X,d) is a metric space and if U= {Ui} is the normal sequence such that
Ui = {Ud(x, 13i ): x ∈ X}, then the metric dU induced by the normal sequence U induces
the uniformity which is isomorphic to that induced by the metric d.
Proposition 3.1. Let X be a Hausdorff space, and let U = {Ui} and V = {Vi} be normal
sequences on X. Then we have the following properties:
(1) If A is a closed subset of X, then dU|A(x, x ′) dU(x, x ′) for all x, x ′ ∈A.
(2) If U<V, then dU(x, x ′) dV(x, x ′) for all x, x ′ ∈X.
(3) dΣU(x, x ′)= 3 dU(x, x ′) for all x, x ′ ∈X.
(4) dstU(x, x ′) dU(x, x ′) 3 dstU(x, x ′) for all x, x ′ ∈X.
Let X and Y be Hausdorff spaces, and let U= {Ui} and V= {Vi} be normal sequences
on X and Y , respectively, which have property (B). A map f :X → Y is said to be a
(U,V)-Lipschitz map provided there exists a constant α > 0 such that
dV
(
f (x), f (x ′)
)
 α dU(x, x ′) for x, x ′ ∈X.
In particular, if we can choose α such that 0 < α < 1, the map f :X→ Y is said to be a
(U,V)-contraction map.
Lipschitz maps and contraction maps between spaces are characterized in terms of
normal sequences as follows:
For m ∈ Z consider the following statement:
(L)m: dV(f (x), f (x ′)) 3m dU(x, x ′) for x, x ′ ∈X,
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and for m,n 0 consider the following statements:(M)m,n: ΣmU< f−1 stnV; and
(N)m,n: ΣmU< f−1ΣnV.
Theorem 3.2. The following implications hold for any m,n 0:
(1) (M)m,n ⇒ (L)m+n;
(2) (N)m,n ⇒ (L)n−m;
(3) (L)m⇒ (M)m+4,0 = (N)m+4,0; and
(4) (L)−m⇒ (N)4,m.
Proof. See [10, §5, 7]. ✷
An approximate sequence approach. Let X be a compact metric space. For each
approximate resolution p = {pi} :X→ X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ }, consider the following three
conditions:
(U): st2 Uj < p−1ij Ui for i < j ;
(A): (pijpj ,pi) < Ui for i < j ; and
(NR): p−1j st Uj < p−1i Ui for i < j .
An approximate resolution p = {pi} :X→ X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ } is normal provided the
family U = {p−1i Ui} is a normal sequence and has property (B), and it is admissible
provided it processes properties (U), (A), (NR) and the family U = {p−1i Ui} has
property (B).
Lemma 3.3. Let p = {pi} :X → X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ } be an admissible approximate
resolution of X. Then the following properties hold:
(1) p−1j st2 Uj < p−1i st Ui for i < j ; and
(2) stp−1j st Uj < p−1i st Ui for i < j .
Proof. Let U ∈ Uj , and let x ∈ p−1j (st(st(U,Uj ),Uj )). By (U), there is U ′ ∈ Ui such
that pj (x) ∈ st(st(U,Uj ),Uj )⊆ p−1ij (U ′). So pij pj (x) ∈ U ′. But this implies by (A) that
pi(x) ∈ st(U ′,Ui ) and hence x ∈ p−1i (st(U ′,Ui )). This verifies (1). (1) then immediately
implies (2) since stp−1j st Uj < p−1j st2 Uj . ✷
By Lemma 3.3(2), every admissible approximate resolution is normal.
Proposition 3.4. Let p = {pi} :X → X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ } be an admissible approximate
resolution of X. Then the following properties hold:
(1) The family Uk = {p−1i stk Ui : i ∈N} forms a normal sequence on X for k  0;
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(2) The approximate resolution stk p = {pi} :X→ stkX = {Xi, stk Ui , pii′ } is admissible
for k  1.
Proof. (NR) immediately implies (1) for k = 0 since stp−1j Uj < p−1j st Uj for each j .
Lemma 3.3(1) means (NR) for stp :X→ stX, which also implies (1) for k = 1. It is easy
to see that stp :X → stX has properties (U) and (A), so (2) holds for k = 1. We then
inductively obtain (1) and (2) for k  2, as required. ✷
For any approximate resolution p = {pi} :X→X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ }, we can always find
an admissible approximate resolution p′ = {pki } :X→X′ = {Xki ,Uki , pkikj } by taking a
subsystem.
Let p :X→ X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ } be any normal approximate resolution of X. Then for
any x, x ′ ∈X, we define the function Dp :X×X→R0 by
Dp(x, x ′)=


9 if (pi(x),pi(x ′)) < Ui for any i;
1
3i−2 if (pi(x),pi(x
′)) < Ui but (pi(x),pi(x ′)) < Ui+1;
0 if (pi(x),pi(x ′)) < Ui for all i,
and the function dp :X×X→R0 by
dp(x, x ′)= inf
{Dp(x, x1)+Dp(x1, x2)+ · · · +Dp(xn, x ′)}
where the infimum is taken over all finitely many points x1, x2, . . . , xn of X. Note that
dp(x, x ′)= dU(x, x ′) for any x, x ′ ∈X, where U= {p−1i Ui}.
For each approximate resolution p = {pi} :X → X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ }, we define the
approximate sequence ΣX as {Zi,Wi , rii′ } where Zi = Xi+1, Wi = Ui+1, rii′ =
pi+1i′+1 :Zi′ → Zi and the approximate resolution Σp as {ri : i ∈ N} :X→ ΣX where
ri = pi+1 :X → Xi+1. Let Σ0X = X and Σ0p = p, and for each n ∈ N, let ΣnX =
Σ(Σn−1X) and Σnp =Σ(Σn−1p).
Proposition 3.5. Let p = {pi} :X → X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ } be a normal approximate
resolution of X. Then
(1) dΣnp(x, x ′)= 3n dp(x, x ′) for x, x ′ ∈X and for each n ∈N; and
(2) dstp(x, x ′) dp(x, x ′) 3 dstp(x, x ′) for x, x ′ ∈X if p has property (NR).
Proof. (1) is obvious, and (2) follows from the fact that p−1i+1 st Ui+1 <p−1i Ui < p−1i st Ui
for each i . ✷
Let X and Y be compact metric spaces, and let p :X→ X and q :Y → Y be normal
approximate resolutions of X and Y , respectively. A map f :X→ Y is said to be a (p,q)-
Lipschitz map provided there exists a constant α > 0 such that
dq
(
f (x), f (x ′)
)
 α dp(x, x ′) for x, x ′ ∈X.
In particular, if we can choose α such that 0 < α < 1, a map f :X→ Y is said to be a
(p,q)-contraction map.
For each m ∈ Z, consider the following condition:
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(Lip)m: dq(f (x), f (x ′)) 3m dp(x, x ′) for x, x ′ ∈X,and for each m  0 and for each approximate map f = {fi, f } :X → Y , consider the
following condition:
(ALip)m: For each i , there exists j0 > i with the property that each j > j0 admits
i0 > f (j), i +m such that for each i ′ > i0,
p−1
i+m,i′Ui+m < p−1f (j)i′f−1j q−1ij Vi .
(p,q)-Lipschitz maps are characterized in terms of condition (ALip)m for approximate
resolutions as follows:
Theorem 3.6. Let f :X→ Y be a map, and let f = {fj , f } :X→ Y be an approximate
map such that (f ,p,q) is an approximate resolution of f where p = {pi} :X →
X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ } and q = {qj } :Y → Y = {Yj ,Vj , qjj ′ } are admissible approximate
resolutions of X and Y , respectively. Then the following implications hold for m 0:
(1) (ALip)m for stf : stX→ stY ⇒ (Lip)m for p and st2 q⇒ (Lip)m+2 for p and q .
Moreover, if each pi is surjective, the following implication also holds:
(2) (Lip)m for p and q⇒ (ALip)m+4 for istY iY f :X→ st2 Y .
Proof. To show (1), it suffices to show that for each i ,
p−1i+mUi+m < f−1q−1i st2 Vi . (3.2)
Indeed, this means (M)m,0 for U = {p−1i Ui} and V = {q−1i st2 Vi}, which implies by
Theorem 3.2(1) that (L)m for U and V. But this means (Lip)m for p and st2 q . Also
since 3−2 dq(f (x), f (x ′))  dst2 q(f (x), f (x ′)) for x, x ′ ∈ X (Proposition 3.5(2)), then
this implies (Lip)m+2 for p and q .
Now let i ∈N, and take V ∈ Cov(Yi) such that
stV < Vi . (3.3)
By (ALip)m for stf : stX→ stY , take j0 > i as in (ALip)m. Then (LAM) implies that
there exists j1 > j0 such that for each j > j1
(qif, qij fjpf (j)) < V . (3.4)
Fix j > j1, and by the choice of j0, there exists i0 > f (j), i +m such that for each i ′ > i0
p−1
i+m,i′ stUi+m < p−1f (j)i′f−1j q−1ij stVi . (3.5)
By (AS), there exists i ′ > i0 such that
(pf (j),pf (j)i′pi′) < f
−1
j q
−1
ij V, (3.6)
and
(pi+m,pi+m,i′pi′) < Ui+m. (3.7)
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To verify (3.2), let U ∈ Ui+m. Then by (3.5) there exists V ∈ Vi such that
qij fjpf (j)i′
(
p−1
i+m,i′
(
st(U,Ui+m)
))⊆ st(V ,Vi ). (3.8)
By (3.7),
p−1i+m(U)⊆ p−1i′ p−1i+m,i′
(
st(U,Ui+m)
)
.
This together with (3.8) implies
qij fjpf (j)i′pi′
(
p−1i+m(U)
)⊆ st(V ,Vi ).
Applying (3.6) to this, we get
qij fjpf (j)
(
p−1i+m(U)
)⊆ st(st(V ,Vi ),V).
Applying (3.4) to this and using (3.3), we have
qif
(
p−1i+m(U)
)⊆ st(st(st(V ,Vi ),V),V)⊆ st(st(V ,Vi ),Vi),
verifying (3.2).
(2) easily follows from [10, Theorems 6.1, 6.2]. ✷
In a similar way (p,q)-contraction maps are characterized in terms of the following
condition for m 0:
(ACon)m: For each i there exists j0 > i with the property that each j > j0 admits
i0 > f (j), i such that for each i ′ > i0
p−1
ii′ Ui < p−1f (j)i′f−1j q−1i+m,jVi+m.
Theorem 3.7. Let f :X→ Y be a map, and let f = {fj , f } :X→ Y be an approximate
resolution of f where p = {pi} :X → X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ } and q = {qj } :Y → Y =
{Yj ,Vj , qjj ′ } are admissible approximate resolutions of X and Y , respectively. Then the
following implications hold for m 0:
(1) (ACon)m for stf : stX→ stY ⇒ (Lip)−m for p and st2 q⇒ (Lip)−m+2 for p and q .
Moreover, if each pi is surjective, the following implication also holds:
(2) (Lip)−m for p and q⇒ (ACon)m−4 for istY iY f :X→ st2 Y .
Proof. (1) is similar to Theorem 3.6(1) and (2) follows from [10, Theorems 7.2, 7.3]. ✷
Remark. In [10], Theorems 3.6(1) and 3.7(1) are shown under the assumption that each
pi is surjective. Here note that if X is connected, there exists an approximate resolution
p = {pi} :X→X with each pi being surjective (see Theorem 2.3).
4. Box-counting dimension of spaces with normal open coverings
Throughout the rest of the paper, spaces mean compact metric spaces.
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Let X be a space. For each U ∈ Cov(X) and for each closed subset A of X, let
NU (A)=min{n: A⊆U1 ∪ · · · ∪Un,Ui ∈ U}.
For each normal sequence U = {Ui} on a space X, we respectively define the lower and
upper box-counting dimensions of (X,U) by
dimB(X,U)= lim
i→∞
log3 NUi (X)
i
and dimB(X,U)= lim
i→∞
log3NUi (X)
i
.
If the two values coincide, the common value is called the box-counting dimension of
(X,U) and denoted by dimB(X,U). In a similar way, we can define the box-counting
dimension for each closed subspace A of X with a normal sequence U on X.
Proposition 4.1. Let U = {Ui} and V = {Vi} be normal sequences on X. If U < V, then
dimB(X,V) dimB(X,U) and dimB(X,V) dimB(X,U).
Proof. By assumption, Ui+m < Vi for each i , and hence NVi (X)NUi+m(X) for each i ,
which implies the assertions. ✷
Proposition 4.2. Let U= {Ui} be a normal sequence on X. Then for any m 0,
dimB(X,U)= dimB
(
X,ΣmU
)
and dimB(X,U)= dimB
(
X,ΣmU
)
.
Proof. The first equality follows from the fact
lim
i→∞
log3NUi+m(X)
i
= lim
i→∞
log3NUi (X)
i
and the second equality is similar. ✷
Corollary 4.3. Let U= {Ui} be a normal sequence on X. Then
dimB(X,U)= dimB(X, stU) and dimB(X,U)= dimB(X, stU).
Proof. Since U < stU, by Proposition 4.1, dimB(X, stU)  dimB(X,U). On the other
hand, since U is a normal sequence, Σ stU < U, which implies by Propositions 4.1 and
4.2 that dimB(X,U) dimB(X, stU). Similarly for the other equality. ✷
Proposition 4.4. Let X be a compact subset of Rm with the usual metric, and let U= {Ui}
be the normal sequence of open coverings Ui by open balls with radius 1/3i . Then
dimB(X,U)= dimBX and dimB(X,U)= dimBX.
Proof. The first equality follows from the following:
dimBX = lim
δ→0
logNδ(X)
− logδ = limi→∞
logN1/3i (X)
− log 13i
= lim
i→∞
log3NUi (X)
i
= dimB(X,U).
Similarly for the other equality. ✷
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Corollary 4.5. Let X be a compact smooth m-dimensional submanifold of Rn, and let U
be the normal sequence as in Proposition 4.4. Then dimB(X,U)=m.
Proposition 4.6. Let U= {Ui} be a normal sequence on X with property (B). Consider X
as the compact metric space with the metric dU induced by U. Then dimB(X,U)= dimBX
and dimB(X,U)= dimBX.
Proof. For each r > 0, let B(r) denote the open covering of X consisting of open balls
with radius r . Then since by (3.1)
st(x,Ui+3)⊆UdU
(
x,
1
3i
)
⊆ st(x,Ui ) for each i,
then Ui+3 < B( 13i ) and B( 13i+1 ) < stUi+1 < Ui for each i . Let B( 13i ) denote the normal
sequence {B( 13i )}. Then Σ3U < B( 13i ) and ΣB( 13i ) < U, and hence, by Propositions 4.1
and 4.2,
dimB(X,U)= dimB
(
X,B
(
1
3i
))
.
But,
dimBX = lim
δ→0
logNδ(X)
− logδ = limi→∞
log3N1/3i (X)
− log3 13i
= lim
i→∞
log3 NB(1/3i)(X)
i
.
Hence we have the first equality, and the second equality is proved similarly. ✷
Proposition 4.7. Let U = {Ui} and V = {Vi} be normal sequences on X and Y ,
respectively. If f :X→ Y is a (U,V)-Lipschitz map, then
dimB
(
f (X),V
)
 dimB(X,U) and dimB
(
f (X),V
)
 dimB(X,U).
Proof. By hypothesis and Theorem 3.2, ΣmU < f−1V for some m  0, and hence
NVi (f (X))  NUi+m(X). This implies dimB(f (X),V)  dimB(X,ΣmU) = dimB(X,U)
(see Proposition 4.2). Similarly for the other. ✷
Proposition 4.8. Let X = X1 ∪ X2 where X1 and X2 are closed subsets of X, and let
U= {Ui} be a normal sequence on X. Then
dimB(X,U)=max
{
dimB(X1,U), dimB(X2,U)
}
.
Proof. For each i , NUi (X)  NUi (X1),NUi (X2), and hence “” holds. For the other
inequality,
NUi (X)NUi (X1)+NUi (X2) 2 max
{
NUi |X1(X1),NUi |X2(X2)
}
.
So, for each i ,
sup
ki
log3NUk (X)
k
 sup
ki
log3 2
k
+max
{
sup
ki
log3NUi (X1)
k
, sup
ki
log3 NUi (X2)
k
}
.
Taking limits, we have “”.
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5. Box-counting dimension of approximate resolutionsFor each approximate sequence X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ }, we define the upper and lower box-
counting dimensions of X by
dimBX = lim
i→∞
log3 βi(X)
i
and dimBX = lim
i→∞
log3 βi(X)
i
,
where
βi(X)= lim
j→∞Np−1ij Ui (Xj ) for each i ∈N.
If the two values coincide, then we write dimBX for the common value and call it the
box-counting dimension of X.
Proposition 5.1. Let p = {pi} :X→X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ } be an approximate resolution of a
space X. Then we have the following properties:
(1) For each i , there is i0  i such that
N
p−1ij Ui (Xj )Np−1i Ui (X) for j  i0;
(2) For each i and for each U ∈ Cov(Xi), there is i0  i such that
N
p−1i st(Ui ,U)(X)Np−1ij Ui (Xj ) for j  i0,
where
st(Ui ,U)=
{
st(U,U): U ∈ Ui
}; and
(3) For each i and for each U ∈ Cov(Xi), there is i0  i such that
N
p−1ik st(Ui ,U)(Xk)Np−1ij Ui (Xj ) for i0  j  k.
Proof. For (1), let n=N
p−1i Ui (X) and choose U1, . . . ,Un ∈ Ui such that X = p
−1
i (U1)∪
· · · ∪ p−1i (Un). Then pi(X) ⊆ U1 ∪ · · · ∪ Un, and there is U ∈ Cov(Xi) such that U is of
the form {U1, . . . ,Un} ∪ U ′ where U ′ consists of some open subsets U ′ of Xi such that
U ′ ∩ pi(X)= ∅. So we have
N
p−1i Ui (X)=NUi
(
pi(X)
)=NUi (st(pi(X),U)). (5.1)
But (B2) implies that there is i0  i such that for j  i0,
pij (Xj )⊆ st
(
pi(X),U
)
,
and hence
NUi
(
st
(
pi(X),U
))
NUi
(
pij (Xj )
)=N
p−1ij Ui (Xj ). (5.2)
(5.1) and (5.2) imply (1).
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For (2), let i ∈N, and let U ∈ Cov(Xi). Then by (AS) there is i0  i such that
(pijpj ,pi) < U for j  i0. (5.3)
Let j  i0, and suppose n = Np−1ij Ui (Xj ). Choose U1, . . . ,Un ∈ Ui such that Xj =
p−1ij (U1) ∪ · · · ∪ p−1ij (Un). Then p−1j p−1ij (U1) ∪ · · · ∪ p−1j p−1ij (Un) = X. This together
with (5.3) implies p−1i (st(U1,U))∪ · · · ∪p−1i (st(Un,U))=X. Thus Np−1i st(Ui ,U)(X) n,
which verifies (2).
For (3), let i ∈N, and let U ∈ Cov(Xi). Then by (A2) there is i0  i such that
(pik,pij pjk) < U for i0  j  k. (5.4)
Let j  i0, and suppose n = Np−1ij Ui (Xj ). Choose U1, . . . ,Un ∈ Ui such that p
−1
ij (U1) ∪
· · · ∪ p−1ij (Un) = Xj . Then p−1jk p−1ij (U1) ∪ · · · ∪ p−1jk p−1ij (Un) = Xk for j  k. This
together with (5.4) implies p−1ik (st(U1,U)) ∪ · · · ∪ p−1ik (st(Un,U)) = Xk and hence
N
p−1ik st(Ui ,U)(Xk) n, which verifies (3). ✷
Let p = {pi} :X→X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ } be an approximate resolution. Then, for each i ,
βi(X) <∞ since each i admits i0  i such that Np−1ij Ui (Xj )  Np−1i Ui (X) for j  i0 by
Proposition 5.1(1). We define the upper and lower box-counting dimensions of p :X→X
by
dimB(p :X→X)= dimBX and dimB(p :X→X)= dimBX.
If the two values coincide, then we write dimB(p :X→ X) for the common value and
call it the box-counting dimension of p :X → X. If there is no confusion, we write
dimB(p), dimB(p), dimB(p) respectively for dimB(p :X → X), dimB(p : X → X),
dimB(p :X→X).
Proposition 5.2. Let p = {pi} :X→ X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ } be an approximate resolution of
X. Then if each pi is onto, then
dimB(p)= lim
i→∞
log3NUi (Xi)
i
and dimB(p)= lim
i→∞
log3 NUi (Xi)
i
.
Proof. For each i , N
p−1i Ui (X)  NUi (Xi), and since pi is onto, NUi (Xi)  Np−1i Ui (X).
Those facts easily imply the equalities. ✷
Theorem 5.3. Let p = {pi} :X → X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ } be an admissible approximate
resolution, and let U= {p−1i Ui}. Then
dimB(stp)= dimB(X, stU) and dimB(stp)= dimB(X, stU).
Proof. Let i ∈N. By Proposition 5.1(1) and (2), there is i0  i such that
N
p−1i st2Ui (X)Np−1ij stUi (Xj )Np−1i stUi (X) for j  i0. (5.5)
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But by Lemma 3.3(1) and (NR), p−1 st2Ui < p−1 stUi−1 <p−1 Ui−2, and soi i−1 i−2
N
p−1i−2Ui−2(X)Np−1i st2Ui (X). (5.6)
By (5.5) and (5.6),
N
p−1i−1 st Ui−1(X) βi(stX)Np−1i st Ui (X),
and hence
lim
i→∞
N
p−1i−1 st Ui−1(X)
i
 lim
i→∞
βi(stX)
i
 lim
i→∞
N
p−1i st Ui (X)
i
.
This implies the first assertion, and the second assertion is similarly proved. ✷
For the rest of this section, we investigate the fundamental properties of box-counting
dimension, especially, the relationship to some operations on the approximate resolutions.
Proposition 5.4. Let p = {pi} :X→ X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ } be an approximate resolution of
X. Then, for each k  1,
dimB(p)= dimB
(
Σkp
)
and dimB(p)= dimB
(
Σkp
)
.
Proof. For each i , βi(ΣkX)= βi+k(X), and hence
dimB
(
Σkp :X→ΣkX)= lim
i→∞
log3 βi(ΣkX)
i
= lim
i→∞
log3 βi+k(X)
i
= dimB(p :X→X).
Similarly for the other equality. ✷
Proposition 5.5. Let p = {pi} :X → X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ } be an admissible approximate
resolution of X. Then
dimB(p) dimB(stp)= dimB
(
st2p
)
and
dimB(p) dimB(stp)= dimB
(
st2p
)
.
Proof. The two “” follow from the fact that
N
p−1ij stUi (Xj )Np−1ij Ui (Xj ) for i  j.
To verify the two equalities, let i ∈N. By Proposition 5.1(2), there is i0  i such that
N
p−1i st3Ui (X)Np−1ij st2Ui (Xj ) for j  i0. (5.7)
Since p :X→X has properties (U) and (A), by Lemma 3.3(1),
p−1i−1 st
2 Ui−1 <p−1i−2 stUi−2.
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Since stp :X → stX also has properties (U) and (A) (Proposition 3.4(2)), by Lemma
3.3(1),
p−1i st
3Ui < p−1i−1 st2Ui−1.
So p−1i st3Ui < p−1i−2 stUi−2 and hence
N
p−1
i−2 stUi−2(X)Np−1i st3Ui (X). (5.8)
By Proposition 5.1(1), there is i ′0  i0 such that for j  i ′0
N
p−1
i−2,j stUi−2(Xj )Np−1i−2 stUi−2(X). (5.9)
By (5.7), (5.8) and (5.9),
N
p−1
i−2,j stUi−2(Xj )Np−1ij st2Ui (Xj ) for j  i
′
0.
On the other hand, we also have N
p−1ij st2Ui (Xj )Np−1ij stUi (Xj ). So,
βi−2(stX) βi
(
st2X
)
 βi(stX)
and hence
lim
i→∞
βi−2(stX)
i
 lim
i→∞
βi(st2X)
i
 lim
i→∞
βi(stX)
i
.
This means the equality in the first assertion, and similarly for the equality in the second
assertion. ✷
Proposition 5.6. Let p = {pi} :X → X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ } be an admissible approximate
resolution. For each k  1, define the approximate resolution Mkp= {pki } :X→MkX =
{Xki,Uki,pki,kj }. Then, if dimB(stp)= dimB(stp), then
dimB
(
Mk st2p
)= k dimB(st2 p)= k dimB(stp).
Proof. Let i ∈N. Then by Proposition 5.1(2) and (1), there is i0  i such that for j > i0,
N
p−1ki st3Uki (X)
{
N
p−1ki,j st2Uki (Xj )
N
p−1ki,kj st2Uki (Xkj )
}
N
p−1ki st2Uki (X)Np−1ki,j stUki (Xj ). (5.10)
Since p :X→X has properties (U) and (A), by Proposition 3.4(2) and Lemma 3.3(1), we
have
p−1ki st
3Uki < p−1k(i−1) st2 Uk(i−1) < p−1k(i−2) stUk(i−2),
and hence
N
p−1k(i−2) stUk(i−2)(X)Np−1ki st3Uki (X). (5.11)
By Lemma 5.1(1), there is i ′0  i0 such that for j  i ′0,
N
p−1k(i−2),j stUk(i−2) (Xj )Np−1k(i−2) stUk(i−2) (X). (5.12)
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(5.12), (5.11) and (5.10) imply thatN
p−1
k(i−2),j stUk(i−2) (Xj )
{
N
p−1ki,j st2Uki (Xj )
N
p−1ki,kj st2Uki (Xkj )
}
N
p−1ki,j stUki (Xj ) for j > i
′
0.
This implies that for each i ,
βk(i−2)(stX)
{
βki(st2 X)
βi(M
k st2X)
}
 βki(stX),
and so
log3 βk(i−2)(stX)
k(i − 2) ·
k(i − 2)
i

{
log3 βki(st2 X)
ki
· k
log3 βi(Mk st2 X)
i
}
 log3 βki(stX)
ki
· k.
Since dimB(p :X → stX) = dimB(p :X → stX), the limits as i →∞ of the left and
right-hand sides of the above exist and coincide. Hence the limits in the middle exist and
the two equalities in the assertion hold. ✷
6. Lipschitz subinvariance
Theorem 6.1. Let p = {pi} :X→X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ } and q = {qj } :Y → Y = (Yj ,Vj , qjj ′)
be admissible approximate resolutions, and let f = {fj , f } :X→ Y be an approximate
map with property (APS) (see Theorem 2.5). If f :X → Y satisfies (ALip)m for some
m 0, then we have the following inequalities:
dimB(p) dimB(stq) and dimB(p) dimB(stq).
Proof. Let i ∈ N. By (A1), (ALip)m and (APS), there exist j, j0 with i < j < j0 and
f (j) > i +m with the property that for each j ′ > j0, there exists i0 with i0 > f (j), i +m
such that for each k > i0,
p−1i+m,kUi+m < p−1f (j)kf−1j q−1ij Vi (6.1)
and
qij ′(Yj ′)⊆ st
(
qijfjpf (j)k(Xk),Vi
)
. (6.2)
Then, by (6.1), for k > i0,
N
p−1i+m,kUi+m(Xk)Np−1f (j)kf−1j q−1ij Vi (Xk)=NVi
(
qij fjpf (j)k(Xk)
)
. (6.3)
If m=NVi (qij fjpf (j)k(Xk)), then there exist V1, . . . , Vm ∈ Vi such that
qij fjpf (j)k(Xk)⊆ V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vm,
which implies that
st
(
qij fjpf (j)k(Xk),Vi
)⊆ st(V1,Vi )∪ · · · ∪ st(Vm,Vi ).
This together with (6.2) implies that for each j ′ > j0,
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m  NstV
(
st
(
qijfjpf (j)k(Xk),Vi
))
i
 NstVi
(
qij ′(Yj ′)
)=N
q−1
ij ′ stVi
(Yj ′) for k > i0. (6.4)
Thus, by (6.3) and (6.4), for each j ′ > j0,
N
p−1i+m,kUi+m(Xk)Nq−1ij ′ stVi (Yj
′) for k > i0,
which implies that for each j ′ > j0,
lim
n→∞ supkn
N
p−1i+m,kUi+m(Xk)Nq−1ij ′ stVi (Yj
′).
and hence we have βi+m(X) βi(stY ) for each i . Thus we have the assertion. ✷
Corollary 6.2. Let p = {pi} :X→X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ } and q = {qj } :Y → Y = {Yj ,Vj , qjj ′ }
be admissible approximate resolutions, and let f = {fj , f } :X→ Y be an approximate
map with property (APS). If stf : stX→ stY satisfies (ALip)m for some m 0, then
dimB(stp) dimB(stq) and dimB(stp) dimB(stq).
Proof. This easily follows from Proposition 5.5 and Theorem 6.1. ✷
7. Fundamental theorems
An approximate resolution p′ = {p′i} :X′ →X′ = {X′i ,U ′i , p′ii′ } is said to be contained
in an approximate resolution p = {pi} :X→ X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ } provided X′ ⊆ X, X′i ⊆
Xi , U ′i = Ui |X′i , p′ii′ = pii′ |X′i′ . Note if p is admissible, so is p′
Theorem 7.1 (Subset theorem). If an approximate resolution p′ = {p′i} :X′ → X′ ={X′i ,U ′i , pii′ } is contained in an admissible approximate resolution p = {pi} :X→ X ={Xi,Ui , pii′ }, then
dimB(p
′) dimB(p) and dimB(p′) dimB(p).
Proof. This easily follows from the fact that N
p−1ij Ui (Xj )Np′−1ij U ′i (X
′
j ) for i < j . ✷
Theorem 7.2 (Product theorem). Let p = {pi} :X → X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ } and q =
{qj } :Y → Y = {Yj ,Vj , qjj ′ } be admissible approximate resolutions. Then the map
p × q = {pi × qi} :X × Y → X × Y = {Xi × Yi,Ui × Vi , pii′ × qii′ } is an admissible
approximate resolution, and
dimB(p× q :X× Y →X× Y ) dimB(p :X→X)+ dimB(q :Y → Y ).
Proof. It is easy to check (B1) and (B2) for p and q imply (B1) and (B2) for p× q , using
the fact that any open covering of the product X×Y is refined by the product of finite open
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coverings of X and Y . It is easy to see that the approximate resolution p× q is admissible.
For each i , we have
N(pii′×pii′ )−1Ui×Vi (Xi′ × Yi′)Np−1ii′ Ui (Xi′) ·Nq−1ii′ Vi (Yi′) for i < i
′,
and hence for each k,
sup
i′k
N(pii′×pii′ )−1Ui×Vi (Xi′ × Yi′) sup
i′k
N
p−1
ii′ Ui
(Xi′) · sup
i′k
N
q−1
ii′ Vi
(Yi′ ).
This implies that, for each i , we have βi(X× Y ) βi(X) · βi(Y ), and hence
lim
i→∞
log3 βi(X× Y )
i
 lim
i→∞
log3 βi(X)
i
+ lim
i→∞
log3 βi(Y )
i
,
which means the assertion. ✷
Theorem 7.3 (Sum theorem). Let X0 and X1 be closed subsets of X such that X = X0 ∪
X1, and let p = {pi} :X→ X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ } be an admissible approximate resolution
of X such that the restrictions p|X0 = {pi |X0} :X0 → X0 = {X0i ,Ui |X0i, pii′ |X0i′ }
and p|X1 = {pi |X1} :X1 → X1 = {X1i,Ui |X1i, pii′ |X1i′ } are admissible approximate
resolutions of X0 and X1, respectively, where X0i ,X1i are subpolyhedra of Xi such that
X0i ∪X1i =Xi . Then
dimB(p)=max
{
dimB(p|X0),dimB(p|X1)
}
.
Proof. For each i , we have
N
p−1ij Ui (Xj )  Np−1ij Ui (X0j )+Np−1ij Ui (X1j )
 2 max
{
N
p−1ij Ui (X0j ),Np−1ij Ui (X1j )
}
for i < j.
Then, for n > i ,
sup
jn
N
p−1ij Ui (Xj ) 2 max
{
sup
jn
N
p−1ij Ui (X0j ), supjn
N
p−1ij Ui (X1j )
}
,
which implies
βi(X) 2 max
{
βi(X0), βi(X1)
}
,
and hence
log3 βi(X)
i
 log3 2
i
+max
{
log3 βi(X0)
i
,
log3 βi(X1)
i
}
.
Taking lim
i→∞, we have
dimB(p)max
{
dimB(p|X0), dimB(p|X1)
}
.
The other direction follows from the fact that N
p−1ij Ui (X0j ),Np−1ij Ui (X1j )  Np−1ij Ui (Xj )
for i < j . ✷
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Remark. There exists such an approximate resolution of X as in Theorem 7.3.
Indeed, there exists a resolution of the triad (X;X0,X1) p = {pi} : (X;X0,X1) →
(X;X0,X1) = {(Xi;X0i,X1i ),pii′ } such that the restrictions p|X = {pi |X} :X →
X, p|X0 = {pi |X0} :X0 → X0 = {X0i , pii′ |X0i′ } and p|X1 = {pi |X1} :X1 → X1 =
{X1i , pii′ |X1i′ } are resolutions of X,X0,X1, respectively (see [8]). For each i , there
exists a finite open covering Ui so that p|X = {pi |X} : X → X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ } is an
admissible approximate resolution (see [15]) by taking a subsystem if necessary. Then it is
easy to check p|X0 = {pi |X0} :X0 →{X0i,Ui |X0i, pii′ |X0i′ } and p|X1 = {pi |X1} :X1 →
{X1i ,Ui |X1i , pii′ |X1i′ } are admissible approximate resolutions as required.
8. Example
In this section we prove
Theorem 8.1. For each r ∈ R0 ∪ {∞} there exist a Cantor set X and an admissible ap-
proximate resolution p = {pi} :X→X = {Xi,Ui , pii′ } such that dimB(p :X→X)= r .
Proof. First assume 0 < r < ∞. For each n  1, let an be the smallest integer that
is not less than nr . So, an − 1 < nr  an and an  an+1 for each n  1, and hence
limi→∞ ann = r . Define the sequence {bn: n 1} by b1 = a1 and bn+1 = an+1 − an. Now
we write
an
n
= log3 3
an
n
= log3 3
b1 · 3b2 · · ·3bn
n
Fig. 1. A system with box-counting dimension r .
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and define the inverse sequence {Xn,pnn′ } as follows (see Fig. 1): Let X0 = {∗}, and let
Xn be the discrete space consisting of 3an points {xi1i2···in : 1 ik  3bk , k = 1,2, . . . , n}.
Define the map pnn+1 :Xn+1 →Xn by pnn+1(xi1i2···inin+1)= xi1i2···in . Let X be the limit of
{Xn,pnn′ }, and let pn :X→Xn be the projection map. For each n, let Un be the finite open
covering ofXn consisting of the discrete 3an points as elements. Then p = {pn} :X→X =
{Xn,Un,pnn′ } is an admissible approximate resolution.
Claim 8.2. dimB(p)= r .
Indeed, for each n, βn(X)= 3b1 · 3b2 · · · 3bn = 3an , so log3 βi(X)n = ann which converges
to r .
Thus obtained X is totally disconnected and perfect and hence is a Cantor set. For the
case r =∞ (respectively, 0), for each i , let an = n2 (respectively, the smallest integer that
is not greater than log3 n), and construct an approximate resolution p = {pn} :X→X =
{Xn,Un,pnn′ } by the same procedure as above. Then, since limn→∞ ann =∞ (respectively,
0), dimB(p)=∞ (respectively, 0). ✷
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